
280 FUNCTIONS AND INSTINCTS.

Volutes,* Helmets,t Bockshells,1 Strombs, and. other

conchs which exceed the general run of shells in beauty,

form, and magnitude. But with regard to their habits and

instincts we know little or nothing of any interest.

They are distinguished from the herbivorous ones by

breathing the sea-water, for they are all submarine, by

means of a siphon or tube, instead of by an aperture in the

neck; in the place of mall, their mouth is furnished with

a retractile proboscis, with which they pierce and suck other

shell-fish. The aperture of the shell is also very different,

the siphon being accompanied sometimes by a channel, and

sometimes by a notch at the base of the aperture.

The tribe most celebrated from ancient times, on account

of the vaunted purple dye which one species produced, is

that constituted by the Rode-shells, or Linn's great genus,

Murex, and Lainarck's canaliferous Zoophagans, called so

from the long straight canal which terminates the mouth of

their shells. The principal feature of this tribe, besides

their long channelled beak, is the vast variety of spines, and

other processes and ridges, with which their Creator has

armed a great number of them; the beak and. mouth of

several give them no small resemblance to the heads of

certain birds, thus one is called the thorny woodcock,Il

another the snipe,1f &c.

At the first blush an inquirer into the use of these spines.

and. other arms of shell-fish, would imagine that their object

is defence, yet when he is told that those which are most

remarkable for them are themselves predaceous animals,

and that the herbivorous shell-fish are usually not distin

guished by anything of the kind, he seems to hesitate as to

what conclusion he shall draw. It may be observed, how

ever, that the tribe most distinguished for these arms, the

Voluta. f Cassis. Murex.

§ Stroxnbus. 11 M. Txibulu5. & M. Hau8tellum.
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